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About ayondo

Becoming a Follower is easy

With ayondo, you get an intuitive approach to being successfully active in the markets.

Step 1

ayondo provides a secure, easy and responsive trading experience, supported by excellent
customer service, so you can focus on maximising your rewards.
ayondo is a FinTech group – we live and breathe the change and democratisation of
the ﬁnancial industry. ayondo has developed one of the world’s most intuitive trading
platforms, and aims to develop more tools to allow more people to enjoy the rewards of
the ﬁnancial markets.

ayondo: intuitive . rewarding

Choose your Top Traders ranked by performance,
remuneration model or number of Followers.

Step 2

Simply drag and drop up to 5 Top Traders into your portfolio.

Adjust your portfolio by adding and removing traders at any time according
to your needs.

Use our Loss Protection and protect your account balance.

CFDs (spread bets) are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money
rapidly due to leverage.
77.2% of retail investor accounts lose money when trading CFDs (spread bets)
with this provider.
You should consider whether you understand how CFDs (spread bets) work and whether
you can aﬀord to take the high risk of losing your money.
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Step 3

Start the automatic execution on either your live or demo account.

Done! Now follow the automated trades of your Top Traders and copy
their trading strategies.
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Find Top Traders

Trading Career and Trader Risk Score
Trading Career

3
1

•

The 5-step Trading Career rewards experience, risk-aware trading and a good performance.
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•

To achieve the highest career level, traders must have traded for at least one year with ayondo.

•

To move up the Trading Career, both a positive performance and good risk management are required.

Trader Risk Score

•
•
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The image serves as an example and does not in any way constitute an investment recommendation.
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Select the period, the career level, the remunera-

tion model, or the trader type (Virtual-/Real

3

Money), or ﬁlter by popularity directly to ﬁnd
Sort the rankings by proﬁt/loss, maximum draw-

down, Risk Score, number of Followers or another
relevant indicator.
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selection of your Top Trader. The more ﬂags

that are ﬁlled, the higher the Top Trader is in the

our most popular Top Traders.
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The ayondo Trading Career will simplify the

•
•

Use the Risk Score to obtain some additional insight into the risk behaviour of Top Traders.

With the Trader Risk Score, Top Traders are classiﬁed into 3 risk categories. Traders can have lower (1-4),
moderate (5-7), or high (8-10) risk.

The TRS takes into account various factors, but primarily the total size of a Top Trader’s positions

relative to the account balance and the way this relationship has evolved historically.

The TRS provides Followers with an indication of the associated risk (and consistency) of a Top Traders’
money management.

Social Trading meets your individual risk preferences. You decide what risk you are comfortable
with and are notiﬁed as soon as one of your Top Traders no longer matches it.

Trading Career.
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Click on the Top Trader's name to take you to the
proﬁle of the trader: Here you can learn more

about the strategy, asset allocation and historical
performance achieved by the Top Trader.
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Create your portfolio
Create your portfolio easily and automatically copy your

2

Top Traders' performance.

1

1

Select your Top Trader and “drag and drop“

2

Easily adjust the order sizes and your exposure

3

The blue dotted line shows your historical

4

Execute your portfolio on your live account or

3

them into your personal portfolio.

to each Top Trader by clicking the gear icon.

capital curve.

test it without risk on a demo account.

4
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The image serves as an example and does not in any way constitute an investment recommendation.
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Your account in detail

1

10,186.29 GBP

25.15 GBP

2

8,000 GBP

1
5

balance and open proﬁts/losses are clearly
displayed for you.

2

3

All relevant account details such as account

With Loss Protection, you can protect your

account balance against unexpected losses.

When a pre-selected loss limit is reached, your
open trades will be closed at the next possible
price and you will be disconnected from your

4

traders.

3

A list of open positions with all the relevant

4

Individual trades can be closed manually.
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With just one click you can stop the execution

information.

of your account at any time.

The image serves as an example and does not in any way constitute an investment recommendation.
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Your Top Traders, always in view

Tips for Followers
3

Follow several Top Traders

At ayondo, you can build a portfolio of up to 5 Top Traders. This gives you the opportunity to combine
several signal providers and to participate in diﬀerent trading strategies and markets.
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Note the Trading Career

With ayondo, all Top Traders are expected to climb the Trading Career. They have to prove their trading
skill with a positive performance and good risk management in order to reach the top. Traders in the

upper stages of the career have already proven their skills over a longer time period and are thus more
attractive to Followers.

3

Note the Score

The Risk Score reveals more about the risk behaviour of Top Traders. Changes in the risk scores provide
information about any changes the trader is making to their trading strategy or risk behaviour.

3

Keep a close eye on your account

Trading is demanding. As Followers, you should always keep an eye on your Top Traders and make any
adjustments as needed.
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Note trader types

With ayondo, Top Traders can trade with both virtual money and real money. With a minimum deposit
of £2,000 Real Money Traders are highlighted in the rankings with a special "R" badge.
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Take a look at the remuneration model of the Top Traders

The performancebased model is more suitable for traders that follow a long-term trading strategy,
whereas the volumesbased is suitable for short-term strategies.
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Beneﬁts of Top Traders

Your path to becoming an ayondo Top Trader

•

Generate additional income through your Followers

The ayondo Trading Career

•

Make a deposit or withdrawal quickly and securely

•

Create your track record and increase your remuneration as you climb the ayondo Trading Career

Real Money Trader

• Make the most of your trading: As a Real Money
Trader use our trading platform TradeHub

®

• 170 indicators and 13 diﬀerent chart types for
an eﬃcient analysis

• With a deposit of £2,000 you get a badge on

your proﬁle that identiﬁes you as a Real Money

Trader. Real Money Traders are more appealing
to Followers

• You get a higher percentage share of
remuneration

• You can choose between performancebased
or volumebased remuneration model
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Virtual Money Trader

•
•

As you climb the 5-stage Trading Career, your share of remuneration also increases
The highest career level can be reached only after trading for at least 360 days

Performance and risk requirements of the Trading Career:

• Start your career as a Virtual Money Trader for a
risk-free start for alternative trading strategies

• Enter your trades as a Virtual Money Trader on
wetrade.ayondo.com

• Start your trading with £100,000 virtual capital
• Switch to Real Money Trader status and take
advantage of higher earnings

The Trader Risk Score provides an insight into your personal risk behavior.

•
•

In addition to the career levels, each Top Trader is also rated by the Risk Score which takes into account various

factors, but primarily the total size of a Top Trader’s positions relative to the account balance and the way this
relationship has evolved historically.

Variations in risk behaviour and trading strategies can be identiﬁed through changes in the Risk Scores
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Your compensation as a Top Trader

Security at ayondo

Only as a Real Money Trader you are able to choose between the
performancebased and volumebased remuneration model

Keeping your money safe is our priority
What do we do for security of your funds:

•

Volumebased
remuneration

Performancebased
remuneration
Top Trader
Career Level
Real Money
Trader's share of
1% management
fee

Top Trader
Career Level
Real Money
Trader's share
of 25% performance fee

30%

25%

35%
40%

45%

50%

•
•

30%
35%
45%
55%

Top Trader Career Level
Street Trader

Advanced

Professional

Risk-adjusted
Institutional

•

Real
Money
Trader

Virtual
Money
Trader

2%

1%

4%

6%

9%

12%

2%

•
•
•

Trade with negative balance cover: in the event your losses exceed your account balance, we will

not seek to recover those losses from you.

We have an additional insurance of up to £1,000,000* per client, free of cost, in excess of the standard FSCS

cover of up to £50,000.

Retail client funds are held in segregated accounts with reputable banks and are completely separate from

company assets.

Daily internal reviews are carried out to ensure that all ﬁnancial commitments to customers can be fulﬁlled.

Regular client money reports are submitted to the FCA, proving our solvency.

An annual review of client funds is carried out by an independent external auditor.

3%

4,5%
6%

Traders in the upper stages of the career are more attractive to Followers and have the chance of

a higher remuneration through a higher number of Followers

There is a higher percentage share for Real Money Traders with the volume-based model
* The insurance cover of up to £1,000,000 applies to only FSCS eligible claimants.
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Good to know

Social Trading – At a glance

Fund your account

•

•

•

Credit/debit Card

Bank Wire Transfer

Withdrawals

Make deposits and withdrawals securely on our

trading platform TradeHub®

Fund your account quickly and reliably by credit card,

Easily copy the performance of ayondo Top Traders

•

Easily select the right Top Traders for you with the Trading Career and the Trader Risk Score

•
•

Skrill or bank transfer

Make withdrawals anytime

•
We're here for you

Frankfurt

Our client services team is available from Monday to

London

•

Singapore
Madrid

Friday, 8am to 5pm UK time for all matters relating to
Social Trading, either by phone or email. We process
your enquiry as quickly as possible.

Social Trading Support: +44 (0)20 3330 0865
Email: support@ayondo.com

•
•
•
•
•

Become a Follower in just a few clicks

Adjust your portfolio at any time
Deposits and withdrawals can be made quickly and reliably
A wide range of educational tools about Social Trading and the ﬁnancial markets is available
Extra income for Top Traders who publish their trading strategy
As a Real Money Trader, get access to the intuitive trading platform TradeHub®
Extensive security measures to protect client funds
A personal account manager who will answer any questions you have about ayondo

Extensive educational materials
Take advantage of our wide range of webinars, videos and
manuals. It's simple and straightforward to learn more

about Social Trading and the ﬁnancial markets with us.
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Risk warning

Imprint

CFDs (spread bets) are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly
due to leverage.

ayondo GmbH

77.2% of retail investor accounts lose money when trading CFDs (spread bets) with this provider.
You should consider whether you understand how CFDs (spread bets) work and whether you can
aﬀord to take the high risk of losing your money.
Trade and order execution services are provided exclusively by ayondo markets Limited.
Tax law can be changed or may diﬀer if you pay tax in a jurisdiction other than the UK.
ayondo markets Limited is a company registered in England and Wales under register number
03148972. ayondo markets Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority,
FCA Register number 184333.
Social Trading services are provided exclusively by ayondo portfolio management GmbH.
ayondo portfolio management GmbH is a company registered in the commercial register
of the local court (Amtsgericht) Frankfurt a. M. under the registration number HRB 102933.
ayondo portfolio management GmbH is authorised and regulated by the Bundesanstalt für
Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht, BaFin Register number 145765.

The performance represented is historical; past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPod, iPad, iPod touch, and iTunes are trademarks of Apple Inc, registered in the US and other
countries. iPhone is a trademark of Apple Inc. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.
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Niddastraße 91

60329 Frankfurt am Main
Germany

Managing Directors:
Mark Street

ayondo markets Limited

10th Floor, Linen Court, 10 East Road
London, N1 6AD
United Kingdom
Directors:

Edward Drake
Angela Sadler

ayondo portfolio management GmbH
Niddastraße 91

60329 Frankfurt am Main
Germany

Directors:

Kurt Ziegler

social.ayondo.com

support@ayondo.com

Tel. +44 (0)20 3330 0865

